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ABSTRACT

Erie majority of simulation exercises represent manufacturing situations. While product-oriented simulations are important, a significant area of business activity has been neglected. This is the service sector. AIRWAYS has been developed for use by those who desire a game which encompasses the expanding area of services. Although there are some services games (for example, see [2, 5, 7, 13]), the number is limited in comparison to manufacturing games. AIRWAYS also has some important game advances. The marker and firm demand functions are based on a system advocated by Gold and Pray [3, 4] and Pray and Gold [12]. This system eliminates the need to artificially impose parameters for the purpose of preventing "blow-ups." Also, careful attention has been devoted to assigning elasticities that assure results consistent with economic theories and consumer behavior. Overall, this game endeavors to provide students with a realistic example of the interaction of variables important in a services environment.

GAME PHILOSOPHY

This game is intended to provide students with the opportunity to experiment with decision making in a service industry. By competing in an interactive environment, students can gain valuable experience in making decisions and analyzing results. The emphasis in this simulation should not be solely one of making the most net profit. The real value is the development of skill in discerning relationships that exist in the environment and the ability to use that knowledge to aid in future decision making. Bad decisions can provide important information to students if they are required to analyze why a decision failed to yield the expected results. Future decisions can then be based on an increased understanding of the interactions among the decision variables in a simulated environment. The ability to discern relationships that can then be incorporated into decision making is an important skill. Thus, by stressing skill development and by rewarding students' ability to understand or improve upon their understanding, students can concentrate on honing these skills rather than taking the safe route (if luck should put them in the lead after the first decision). Conversely, if some students are far behind due to a bad decision, they do not need to feel that all is lost (i.e., a bad grade due to game standing) if they can determine what was wrong with the decision and use the information to increase their understanding.

GAME SUMMARY

Program Details

AIRWAYS is designed for use on a microcomputer. It is written in advanced BASIC for the IBM Personal Computer but can be converted easily for use on other systems. The program is an interactive game which can be played on a team basis (maximum of six airlines and minimum of four) using an administrator for input and output duties, as is done with batch games. Total time necessary for these duties is about 15 minutes-mostly printing and separating the reports. Also, the game can be played by one student alone providing decisions for various airlines. The individual student can use the interactive environment to experiment with different strategies.

AIRWAYS consists of four computer programs: 1) ENTRY, 2) VERIFY, 3) AIRRUN, and 4) RESET. ENTRY prompts the administrator for input checking for program input errors and then runs VERIFY. Program input errors refer to decision values that fall outside the limits for that decision variable or responses that are inappropriate for the question asked. VERIFY shows the administrator the data entered for each airline, allows entry input errors to be corrected, and then executes AIRRUN. Entry input errors refer to wrong decision values that were entered by the administrator. AIRRUN determines and distributes the demand and prints the reports. RESET is available for use if AIRRUN was executed before all entry input errors were corrected. It resets values of certain variables to previous period results and executes VERIFY so that changes can be made to the decision data. Students playing the game by themselves will use ENTRY, which accesses VERIFY which, in turn, executes AIRRUN.

A demand function designed specifically to eliminate the need for artificial constraints on the students' decisions is incorporated in the game. The airline industry was chosen because the previous simulations (as reviewed in [5]) concerning this industry were developed prior to price deregulation. Since price is now a major decision factor for airline management, it was believed that a new game including this aspect would be more realistic. Also, competition on various routes could provide interesting results and learning experiences. This possibility is enhanced by offering the selection of routes as a decision to be made by the individual airlines.

Scenario

The students assume the role of the management of an airline which is beginning service on two routes. The airline has been considering three routes and information gathered by preliminary research is presented. Two routes are estimated to have approximately equal maximum and minimum demand. The demand for the other route is expected to be much lower. Information on averages for each decision variable on comparable routes is given as a guideline for making initial decisions. Airlines are allowed to change the routes chosen at the beginning of any period. However, there is a substantial set-up charge for any route change. The opportunity to add the third route is offered in the fourth period.

Decisions

For each route chosen, seven decisions must be submitted each period (two weeks of airline activity). The first decision is the purchase of optional market research on each route. The cost for a report on a
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route not flown is higher than one for a route used by the airline. Each team must indicate their decision to purchase the research each period. This aspect represents the opportunity to use a service within a service environment.

in addition, six decisions must be made for each of the two routes selected by the airline. These are 1) round trip fare for each route; 2) number of round trips per day on each route; 3) amount allocated for a two-week advertising campaign for each route; 4) choice of a food quality level for in-flight meals on each route; 5) number of attendants to be on each flight; and 6) percentage of seats to be overbooked on flights when applicable.

The choice of round-trip fare represents the pricing decision that is essential to any organization--whether manufacturing or services. The decision on trip frequency poses the problem of providing the proper amount of choice (convenient times) to the consumer of the service. The advertising budget decision reflects the importance of determining the proper amount of advertising because of its effect upon individual demand. The decisions regarding meal quality and flight attendants emphasize specific service factors associated with the actual flight. The consumer may have more pleasant memories of his experience with the airline if these service aspects are superior. The determination of an overbooking policy allows airlines to anticipate no-shows and attempt to counteract the effect they may have on their load factor.

Together, these decisions represent a simplified airline management environment, but are considered to present sufficient challenge for the novice decision-maker. The ability to choose the proper mix of each variable is not an easy task. The demand generated on a route and captured by the individual airline is a function of all of the decisions by the route participants.

SPECIAL FEATURES

Demand, Elasticities, and Constraints

The demand functions presented by Gold and Pray [3] were selected for this simulation. These are multiplicative but not log-linear and provide stable results consistent with demand theory. They are replete to avoid problems associated with other types of functions (for example, with linear and log-linear functions). The major points of these functions will be highlighted in this section. The demand variables are round-trip fare, round trips, advertising, meal price, and attendants.

Exponential smoothing of the demand variables is performed at both the market and firm levels. This allows intertemporal effects such as advertising carry-over to be incorporated. A harmonic mean was employed to determine the average fare for a route; this method assigns relatively more weight to a lower tare. Conventional means were found for the other variables.

Elasticities for each demand variable were determined at both the market and firm levels. Price elasticities increase as the fare increases. Conversely, non-price variable elasticities decrease as expenditures on these aspects increase. All elasticities are nonlinear and independent of the other demand variables.

Stability is incorporated by applying Sweezy’s kinked demand theory whereby the firm’s price elasticity is greater than the market price elasticity. The price elasticity is sensitive to changes in price levels but the game does not blow up when unusually large prices are input. The absolute price elasticity value is high, creating a highly competitive market with a strong incentive to compete on price. However, other variables retain importance. This is congruent with the airline industry where most airlines try to meet the competitors’ prices and then compete on other aspects.

The elasticities for advertising at the market and firm demand levels provide for diminishing returns after some point. Sufficient diminishing returns are included at the firm level to reduce the probability of non-price competition. The elasticity at the firm level is larger than at the industry level, making advertising more of a source of product differentiation to the firm. Demand will increase at a decreasing rate as advertising is increased. However, a point is reached where additional advertising becomes detrimental to the demand. At the firm level, demand begins to decrease after approximately $42,000 is spent for advertising. Thus, advertising remains an important variable but does not become the driving force, causing students to compete on this variable alone.

Constraints are imposed on values for meal quality level, however, the purpose is not to prevent “blow-ups” but is to offer choices which are reasonable. This is similar to ordering from a menu or caterer. Since the choice is limited, there are no diminishing returns. Again the elasticity is greater at the first level with demand at this level more responsive to decisions.

Flight frequency (the number of round trips per day) also has diminishing returns built into the elasticities. At some point, an adequate level of choice regarding flight times is provided to potential customers. After that point, population and business activity cannot generate enough customers to justify more flights. Switching of times or airlines becomes more prevalent but demand does not increase. In fact, the excess capacity begins to hurt demand. The airlines are limited to a maximum of 15 round trips per day on any one route. This is justified on the basis of F.A.A., maintenance, and networking requirements.

A constraint is placed on the number of flight attendants per trip. The minimum of two represents safety requirements. The maximum of six is justified because of the seating configuration of the planes.

Demand for airline service is not without some constraints. Aspects such as population and business activity will affect the total possible demand. Thus, some limits have been included in this program. The maximum has been based on the maximum probable number of airlines that should compete on a route if six airlines are competing in the market. The minimum is set at a value that will sustain the probable minimum number of airlines based on a six airline market. These figures allow for the possibility of airlines flying all three routes in the later periods. Some random variation is also included to insulate some variance in demand from period to period.

Special Routines

Generally, airlines have some reserved-seat passengers who do not show for the flight or cancel their
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reservation. The no-show percentage is usually between zero and ten percent. A random number generator provides individual no-show percentages within this range for each route flown by each airline.

Overbooking is used as an attempt to offset the no-shows. Since overbooking will not be necessary for every flight during the two-week period, a percentage of time that the airline uses their overbooking policy is determined. The percentage assigned is based on the airline’s load factor. The rationale for this is that airlines with higher load factors are more likely to have had individual flights sold to capacity and used overbooking. The number overbooked is calculated and the no-shows are subtracted to yield the number overbooked beyond capacity. If this number is positive, too many passengers were overbooked, and payments must be made. If it is negative, there are extra no-shows which are subtracted from the airline’s demand.

Expense Values

Expenses assessed include 1) maintenance, 2) food, 3) fuel, 4) flight crew salaries, 5) market research, 6) route changes, 7) overbooking payments, 7) advertising, 8) administration, and 9) fixed costs. The values for these were based upon various sources [6, 10, 11, 15] recording actual expenditures in the airline industry.

Possible Results

This section will explore some potential situations that could arise from various strategies. Specifically, conditions such as fare wars, pricing out of the market, offering too few or too many flights, aver or under advertising, and the majority fallacy will be examined.

Fare wars often appear to be the standard operating procedure in the airline industry. However, this behavior is accompanied by the very real threat of bankruptcy, as experienced by Braniff. Obviously, this strategy is also detrimental to competitors who must attempt to maintain a presence in the market while faced with costs that are not covered by the market price. It is hoped that students will realize the disastrous effects of a fare war and attempt to avoid this occurrence. Certainly, real airline management are aware of the danger of fare wars, but they still occur. Thus, it can be predicted that at least one team will initiate a war and simulated life will imitate reality in this respect. If this does occur, most airlines are expected to operate at losses since the total demand for a route is basically stable. Volume cannot be increased to make a low-fare strategy profitable on an extended basis.

The elasticity of price is highly sensitive in the simulation, which makes the market very price competitive. If one airline increases the fare rate substantially above the market’s lowest fare, a low demand will be generated for that airline relative to others. This will be true regardless of the amounts this airline devotes to advertising or other service aspects. Relatively good decisions on these non-price variables may slightly reduce the disparity, but they will not help much. Price is too important in this industry to be too far out of sync. Any team which attempts to use a high price will need only one period of play to convince them of their folly.

Airlines must strive to find the best choice of flight times (reflected in flight frequency) for the route. If all airlines provide a high level of choice, the demand for each airline on the route can decrease. This is due to the relatively stable maximum route demand. Too many flights will be available, and there will not be enough passengers to justify each flight. Conversely, offering too few flights will result in less demand due to the lack of choice given to potential passengers and less capacity available. Therefore, an airline will want to offer adequate frequency without oversaturating the market. Airlines which select relatively high frequency but neglect price and advertising will find that they have large seat capacity but low load factors. In such a case, the operating costs per flight will be high and revenues will probably be insufficient to cover operating expenses. On the other hand, an airline selecting low frequency and good decisions on other variables will receive less revenues due to insufficient capacity. This strategy may still be profitable but revenue that could have been easily achieved will not be realized.

Advertising is important for most businesses. Even established products or services can benefit from a good advertising strategy. Thus, any airline which does not wisely invest funds for advertising may find their demand and profits falling. However, advertising can have diminishing marginal returns and will reach a point of market saturation [1]. Oversaturation can produce undesirable results and total demand can begin to decrease. Airlines with good fares but low advertising may find that others with slightly higher fares and larger advertising budgets are doing as well or sometimes better. Airlines will also find that previous advertising allocations will impact on the current advertising budget’s effectiveness. Therefore, even if decisions for a period match another airline’s decisions, demand can differ because of the carry-over effect associated with advertising or another variable.

Meal quality and flight attendant decisions have less impact on demand than other variables. These have minimum and maximum constraints which prevent unreasonably low value assignments, which might otherwise result from the lower power of these demand variables. However, these can boost demand when the number of passengers right otherwise be equal. These variables function as additional differentiation tools.

Route 2 is reported to have a relatively lower total demand estimate than the other routes. This presents an opportunity for students to discover the majority fallacy [a, 9, 14]. Specifically, this means that a route with fewer competitors can be profitable despite a lower demand potential if most airlines select the other routes instead of Route 2. The airlines must accomplish a reasonable distribution over the three routes to maximize potential profits.

In summary, all five demand variables interact to generate demand at both the route and firm levels. The values of these have different weights (through the elasticities) which affect absolute demand. Diminishing marginal or limited demand effects prevent any non-price factor from dominating the game. Successful combinations can be achieved to increase market share (i.e., higher advertising can offset marginally lower frequency). Aside from a small random factor, demand is totally dependent on decisions by all participants on the route.

Learning Issues

What the students learn will depend largely on actual game situations that occur in the market during play.
however, some general learning experiences can be addressed. The importance of giving attention to each variable should be recognized. No one variable alone, even price, can insure success. Students will be exposed to the pressure generated by competitors. They will have to anticipate market decisions and attempt to remain competitive while also trying to successfully balance revenue with expenses. In addition, they will discover that a good thing can be overdone--such as advertising or number of trips. If decisions are comparable on fare, advertising, and trips, students will recognize the additional power of better service through attendants or meal quality. If a fare war develops, they should become painfully aware that none of the airlines really wins--only the consumer. Additionally, the value of market research should be reinforced. Without the extra information gained through this resource, uncertainty would be higher and analysis would be more difficult. This would result in poorer decision making. The opportunity exists also for participants to discover the majority fallacy.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

AIRWAYS is currently being tested in a services marketing class. The testing should reveal components of the game that might need further refining. At this time, the game developer is considering incorporating other changes to enhance the simulation. One possible revision is the offering of an option to add first class after several periods have elapsed. This could be a “surprise element” to add interest for the students. It could be introduced into the game via a memo from top management strongly suggesting that this service should be implemented if possible. Inclusion of first class service would necessitate adjustments in advertising, meal quality, and number of flight attendants used by the airlines initiating this upgrade. Students would be provided information to aid their decision-making process.
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